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Mixed exterior wallAbstract This research focuses on the exterior wall of architecture design of Hong Kong and Pen-
ang, it also analyzes how light pollution affects human life. As we know, Hong Kong prefers to use
steel to build skyscrapers and middle or high rise buildings. However, Penang prefers to use con-
crete to do the construction. So, there are some advantages and disadvantages between the glass
curtain wall and concrete wall in Hong Kong and Penang. The researcher used 400 samples to
determine effect of the glass curtain wall and concrete wall on human life in Hong Kong and Pen-
ang separately. The result is light pollution created by glass curtain wall in Hong Kong is a serious
problem to residents’ life. The glass curtain wall seriously glaze people’s eyes who drive or walk on
the street. Thus, many car accidents were caused by this problem. The concrete wall is more often
contaminated by fungus and difﬁcult to clean. But, concrete wall is more natural and green for
humans. Therefore, from the sustainable aspect that concrete is more healthy for humans, the pre-
vious researchers suggest that if the exterior wall is a mixture of both glass curtain and concrete it
will not cause light pollution and will be easily involved in the natural environment.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Housing and Building National Research
Center.Introduction
With the growth of architecture design and building
technology, the skyscrapers are built higher and higher. Hong
Kong, as the richest and fast working speed city in the world,covers thousands of skyscrapers and high-rise buildings in its
limited land. In Hong Kong, the structure engineers prefer to
use light steel to construct the buildings. And the exterior wall
is covered by glass curtain [1]. This kind of design is beautiful
and modern, but has some potential limitations.
Penang, as the oriental pearl, is the second largest city of
Malaysia. Due to the natural land resource, Malaysia is
abounded in concrete. Therefore, the architects and structure
engineers made good use of this resource to design and con-
struct the buildings. Even the skyscraper of Petronas Towers
still uses concrete to do the construction [2]. Due to the humid
weather together and frequent raining in Penang, some
problems could be caused in the exterior concrete wall.
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With the construction technology developed, glass curtain wall
has become a necessary architecture design in the world. Espe-
cially the high-rise building and skyscraper all prefer to use the
glass curtain as the exterior wall. In Hong Kong, there are
more than two thousand buildings that use the glass curtain
wall [3]. However, there are some problems to this architecture
design especially the light pollution which affects human life
(Fig. 1).
The decoration of glass curtain wall is like a giant glass mir-
ror standing beside the street. This architecture design is very
modern and beautiful, it could elevate the city’s value and
put it to a higher position. Some famous skyscrapers like Inter-
national Finance Center, Central Plaza, Bank of China, The
Center, Nina Tower etc. place Hong Kong among the world-
class cities [4].
However, the glass curtain wall reﬂects light dazzling peo-
ple’s eyes, thus the light pollution could seriously affect peo-
ple’s life especially transportation [5]. Also, glass curtain wall
could increase the temperature at least 4–6. So, more electric-
ity will be spent by the air conditioners.
Compared to Hong Kong, Penang prefers to use more con-
crete to build the exterior wall. Komtar is the number one tall
building in Penang and the exterior wall is made of concrete
with some glass windows. The design more easily mixes with
natural environment. People could easily watch Komtar tower
and feeling uncomfortable [6] (Fig. 2). Beside, the Petronas
Twin Towers also use the concrete exterior wall for the archi-
tecture design. During daytime, the Petronas Twin Towers
involved in the blue sky and like a beautiful picture (Fig. 3).
Therefore, the light pollution is inexistence among the
buildings.
However, the concrete exterior wall is difﬁcult to clean. Due
to the humid weather and frequent raining, the concrete wall is
more easily contaminated with fungus [7]. Therefore, building
with moldy exterior wall makes people feel uncomfortable and
looks dirty (Fig. 4).
Overall, Hong Kong and Penang use different architecture
designs to build the exterior wall and have some advantages
and disadvantages. Glass curtain wall is modern and beautiful,Fig. 1 Hong Kong bank of China builbut creates light pollution affecting people’s living condition.
Concrete exterior wall is easily contaminated with fungus
and difﬁcult to clean. But to compare which architecture
design is better, the respondents’ answer could give a clear
result.
Methodology
Primary data were collected through a survey on local resi-
dents in Hong Kong and Penang using questionnaires while
secondary data were gathered from written material (including
some published documents), ﬁle material, reports and the like.
Bivariate analysis methods were used to examine the primary
data, the results were discussed using descriptive and inferen-
tial statistics like compare means, correlations etc. The collec-
tion of secondary data mainly comes from published articles,
journals, reports, books and magazine. Besides that, some
information or data can get through the internet.
For the local residents, the researcher goes to their neigh-
borhood communities and sends the questionnaire to them.
The researcher will persuade the local residents to complete
the questionnaire in front of the researcher. A total of 400
questionnaires were used and 100% feedback was obtained.[8].
The analysis of this study needed to that which was both
descriptive and explanatory. In describing the glass curtain
wall and concrete wall and the effects on their life like walking,
driving, watching etc., the descriptive statistical techniques,
such as means, standard deviation were used. Also, inferential
statistics like compare means, correlations etc. were used in the
data analysis.
The second section of the analysis dealt with the key issues
at hand as a basis for assessing whether the glass curtain wall
and concrete wall could affect their life or not. Cross-tabula-
tion between variables to establish the strength and weaknesses
of relationships was one of the tools used in the bivariate anal-
ysis. For non-parametric analysis, a chi-square test of signiﬁ-
cance will be used to determine whether or not a set of two
variables was related. Generally, a chi-square value indicated
that the test was signiﬁcant and the variables were not indepen-
dent; i.e. the variables were related. The strength of the rela-
tionship can be determined using chi-square based measuresding. Source: Camera by researcher.
Fig. 2 Komtar Tower and Penang Twin Tower. Source: Camera by researcher.
Fig. 3 Petronas Twin Towers. Source: Penang Tourism, 2010.
Fig. 4 Neighborhood community in Penang. Source: Camera by researcher.
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The Goodman and Kruskal’s lambda value for a pair of vari-
ables indicates a percentage reduction in error obtained whenone variable is used to predict the other. Since the 2 · 2 tables
were used for the cross-tabulation of the variables, a Pearson
chi-square was employed. The probability (observed signiﬁ-
Table 1 Ranking of the glass curtain wall could affect
people’s living conditions like glazing their eyes, driving,
walking, even caused car accident etc. in Hong Kong (compare
means).
Ranking Item Mean
1 Driving/walking 4.30
2 Car accident 4.26
3 Glaze eyes 4.13
4 Increase temperature inside room 3.99
5 Waste energy 3.87
6 Other social activity 3.56
Likert Scale, ‘‘Mean’’ more than 3 is positive.
Table 2 Ranking of the glass curtain wall could affect
people’s living condition like glazing their eyes, driving,
walking, even caused the car accident etc. in Penang, Malaysia
(compare means).
Ranking Item Mean
1 Grow fungus/dirty 3.10
2 Nautre/green 1.15
3 Driving/walking 0.90
4 Increase temperature inside room 0.78
5 Waste energy 0.33
6 Other social activity 0.12
Likert Scale, ‘‘Mean’’ more than 3 is positive.
Table 3 Hong Kong residents’ opinion on the mixed exterior
wall (glass curtain and concrete).
Item Frequency Percentage Score
Strongly agree 135 33.75 675
Agree 128 32.0 512
Neutral 56 14.0 168
Disagree 53 13.25 106
Strongly disagree 28 7.0 28
Total 400 100.0 1489
Mean 3.72
Table 4 Penang residents’ opinion on the mixed exterior wall
(glass curtain and concrete).
Item Frequency Percentage Score
Strongly agree 135 33.75 675
Agree 121 30.25 484
Neutral 79 19.75 237
Disagree 62 15.5 124
Strongly disagree 3 0.75 3
Total 400 100.0 1523
Mean 3.81
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0.1) to reject the variables that are independent.
Analysis
Through the survey in Hong Kong about the glass curtain
wall, it is evident that the Hong Kong residents are not very
satisﬁed about it. After analyzing the data, the results repre-
sented that the glass curtain wall seriously affects their living
conditions like glaze their eyes, driving, walking, even caused
the car accident (Table 1). As the Hong Kong residents men-
tioned, they do not prefer the building decorated with the glass
curtain wall only, it is not healthy and causes many troubles
for the people who live inside and outside. According to the
survey, it is very clear to prove this answer.
The primary data use Likert Scale (Descriptive Analysis)
and Compare Means (Correlation Analysis) to do the analysis
in this research. According to the results, driving/walking, car
accidents and glaze eyes are the top three ranking in this
research. Many Hong Kong residents complained that they
feel very uncomfortable in the street especially when they are
driving. The glass curtain wall glazes their eyes and sometimes
they cannot open their eyes in the daytime. It seriously affects
their living condition in the street.
However, the glass curtain wall also affects people who live
inside the room. Due to the glass curtain wall, their rooms are
very hot in summer and they need air-conditioners day and
night. As the glass curtain wall captures heat energy it cannot
escape to the outside, this makes the temperature to increase
fast making their rooms like a microwave oven. Thus, many
Hong Kong residents mentioned the glass curtain wall is not
ecological and a waste energy.
Overall, the glass curtain is beautiful and good decoration
for architecture design, but it is not ecological and healthy.
Also, it is conﬁrmed by this research. Therefore, due to the
effects of light pollution caused by glass curtain wall, the Hong
Kong residents’ living condition is reduced.
Compared with the glass curtain in Hong Kong, the result
of concrete wall in Penang is super satisﬁed (Table 2). The data
use the Likert Scale (Descriptive Analysis) and Compare
Means (Correlation Analysis) that almost all the results men-
tioned that they prefer the concrete exterior wall architecture
design. As shown in Table 2, only half of Penang local resi-
dents mentioned the building exterior wall always grow fungus
and not easy to clean. Thus it affects the appearance of the
building. But for other factors like green and nature, driving,walking, increase temperature inside room, energy waste etc.,
they showed the negative attitude. More than 90.0% of the
Penang residents mentioned that they like the concrete exterior
wall, it is green and beautiful. The most important fact is that
it is very easily involved in the natural environment with sea,
trees, sky etc.
Therefore, based on the results in Penang, concrete exterior
wall for the architecture design is a very successful example for
people’s living condition and the natural environment. It is
more ecological and healthy for human life.
There are many successful examples to mix the glass curtain
and concrete wall together for the architecture. It is modern
and beautiful, beside, it is health and ecological. Also it is very
easiy to involve in the natural environment. Like Komtar
Tower and Penang Twin Tower, also the Petronas Twin Tow-
ers are very good cases to use this mixed architecture design.
Based on this research in Hong Kong and Penang, the resi-
dents represented very high attitude for this mixed architecture
design (glass curtain and concrete).
Based on Table 3 and Table 4, the Hong Kong and Penang
residents are all keen to use this mixed architecture design with
glass curtain and concrete. And the Likert Scale reaches to
Table 5 Overall opinion (preference) on the three types of exterior wall (compare means).
Area Mean
Glass curtain exterior wall Concrete exterior wall Mixed exterior wall (glass curtain and concrete)
Hong Kong 0.93 3.56 4.32
Penang 1.12 3.70 4.36
Likert Scale, ‘‘Mean’’ more than 3 is positive.
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Hong Kong residents mentioned they prefer the natural and
green environment, but not modern only. The glass curtain
mixed with concrete could meet their requirements. Only a
few proportion stated that the concrete is out of date, the
architecture design should use the latest material. However,
based on majority opinion, the exterior wall mixed with glass
curtain and concrete should be used in the future architecture
design.
Discussion
The previous analysis of the exterior wall architecture design in
the world reveals that the glass curtain wall introduces success-
ful solutions for the modern issue in the contemporary archi-
tecture. Yet, at the level of architecture identity and city
image, concrete exterior wall is represented as backward and
not popular in the architecture design.
The modern architecture design, is distinguished by utiliz-
ing the advanced modern technology in producing a sustain-
able architecture. It could be used the beautiful appearance
and features to attain the same success at the environment
level. But the glass curtain wall always falls to mix with the
environment in the architecture design. More than 80.0% of
the local residents in Hong Kong mentioned the buildings with
glass curtain wall affect their life during walking, driving,
watching etc. At this point, it is important to denote that glass
curtain wall affect human health and makes the building
unsustainable.
The contemporary architecture trend introduces a success-
ful approach for the exterior wall design. In Penang, more than
90.0% of local residents prefer the concrete exterior wall and
mentioned that it is more comfortable than glass curtain wall.
As the concrete exterior wall is easily contaminated by fungus
and difﬁcult to clean, therefore, some improvements should be
made. The most successful exterior design is mixing of the glass
curtain with concrete (Table 5). The respondents in Hong and
Penang represented the positive attitude to this mixed exterior
wall. This design will not cause light pollution, but is very eco-
logical and healthy. Besides, this architecture design could eas-
ily be involved in the natural environment as stated by many
respondents.Conclusion
The research discussed the identiﬁcation of glass curtain wall
and exterior wall that affect people’s living condition in Hong
Kong and Penang. The main ﬁndings of this paper could be
concluded that glass curtain wall could cause light pollution
and seriously affect people’s life and health. Concrete exterior
wall is easy to be involved into the natural environment, green
and healthy. The only drawback is it is difﬁcult to clean.
While, glass curtain mixed with concrete is a very good archi-
tecture design to solve the above problem and more than
90.0% of the respondents support it in Hong Kong and Pen-
ang. This architecture design combines both the modern tech-
nology and sustainable trend in people’s life. Also, mixing
glass curtain and concrete together prevents the exterior wall
from causing light pollution and saves energy. Glass curtain
mixed with concrete exterior wall is more natural, healthy
and sustainable to people’s life. In future, this architecture
design should be considered in the world to make the environ-
ment green and healthy.
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